Stellar Southern Alaska

Southeastern Alaska
natural beauty abounds
A luxury yacht charter in Alaska is a cruise into America’s
last frontier, a region that remains an untouched land of
dreams and natural beauty just as it was when the pioneers
were racing to the Yukon gold rush. But going by charter
yacht means avoiding the prevalent Alaskan cruise ships
and discovering islands and harbours that are completely
your own, surrounded by pristine nature. Alaskan charters
define the phrase “outdoor adventure”, but it’s up to you to
choose exactly just what that adventure will be. You can
remain ensconced aboard your yacht, enjoying the
spectacular scenery in comfort while dining on superb
cuisine. Or you can seize Alaska with both hands and soak
in natural hot springs, watch glaciers calve into huge bergs
from your nearby yacht tender or kayak, or marvel at the
wildlife from whales to eagles to bears. Also good to note
is that Alaska has plenty of helicopters to elevate you to a
nearby glacier to savour a gourmet picnic served by your
chef atop an ancient river of ice or be dropped onto the
edge of a cold stream bursting with salmon or trout for an
angler’s dream fishing destination day trip. Southern Alaska
is a maze of islands and fjords where you’ll cruise waters
surrounded by humbling beauty. Juneau and Sitka have
easy air access to start or end your charter and, wherever
your Alaskan charter leads you, one thing remains the
same: it will be sure to take your breathe away.

6 Day Sample Itinerary
Day 1 - Juneau to “No Name”
An introduction to stunning scenery of Alaska, you’ll cruise
south on Stephens Passage, surrounded by towering
mountains, to the so-called “No Name” cove at the entrance
to Tracy Arm. This passage is your first chance to see
humpback and orca whales: watch for the distinctive plumes
of spray they blow. At anchor, you’ll see brown bears on shore
as well as icebergs gliding out of Tracy Arm with the tide.
Day 2 - Tracy Arm
Home of the twin Sawyer Glaciers that are active reminders of
the Ice Age, you’ll explore by yacht and tender as you watch
the glaciers move nearly two feet a day, crunching and
growling as huge chunks fall into the sea. This is a magical
landscape where mountain goats cling to the nearly vertical
hillsides. You’ll return to “No Name” to catch your breathe
over a gourmet meal.

Day 3 - Tracy Arm to The Brothers
This is a leisurely day, and you might want to arrange a
seaplane for a scenic aerial view of the glacier, or perhaps
enjoy that glacier helicopter picnic. Head for The Brothers
Islands, uninhabited and picture perfect. Perhaps it’s a good
time to soak in the Jacuzzi under the stars.

Day 4 - The Brothers to Red Bluﬀ
Be ready with your cameras as you pass
through Frederick Sound, which is home to
500 humpback whales as well as orcas.
You’ll see humpbacks breaching the
waters surface and also watch for the sixfoot fins of the black-and-white orcas too.
Red Bluﬀ is an anchorage untouched by
time, with 5,000 foot mountains that launch
nearly mile-long waterfalls on all sides.
Perhaps a kayak exploration in the
afternoon?
Day 5 - Red Bluﬀ to Tenakee Springs
As you head north, leave plenty of time to
visit Baranof Warm Springs, a series of
three natural pools of hot water next to a
tumbling waterfall. It is an unforgettable
experience. Tenakee Springs is a tiny
village on the tip of Chicago Island with a
surprising number of artists among its
population of 100.
Day 6 - Kalinan to Sitka
Have a leisurely breakfast before your
yacht heads south through the Neva and
Olga Straits, whose names reflect the
region’s Russian heritage. See wildlife on
the forested slopes in their natural
wilderness, and save time to visit the
amazing Hotel Park at the Sitka Cultural
Centre or shop for Tlingit art, carvings and
crafts before flying home - wishing your
charter had been twice as long!

